WEB 3.0 DEFI PLATFORM FOR NFT, LAUNCHPAD,
SWAPPING, AND STAKING PLATFORM.
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
It is requested to read this legal disclaimer section with full attention. In case of any
doubt, the consultancy should be taken from the legal, financial, tax, or another
professional law practitioner All the items of information which have been given below
are not to be given in an exhaustive way and they can never be considered a part of
various contractual relationships. It is our utmost desire that the information given in
this white paper should be accurate, up to date and all the products, services, technical
architecture, token distribution, company timelines, moreover, all these materials
could have changed without any notice and they can never be considered a binding
agreement of the professional advice

This white paper does not bound any individual to enter into any contract or enter into
any binding legal commitment to the contribution. This white paper also does not
constitute any form or any part of any opinion which can be considered advice, or
which can sell, or which can solicit any offer by Trillions to purchase our token nor shall
it be considered a part of any effect which can be used for the formation of contract or
investment decision. This white paper also does not have any capacity to bind any
person to enter into any contract or consider it a binding legal commitment to the
contribution of the whitepaper. Even no sales and even no crypto currency or any
other form of payment can never be accepted based on this white paper. But be sure
that any advancement or any date or any new information of this token will be made
available for the private and public contributors.
It is also announced that the white paper has not been examined by any regulatory
authority and it has not been approved by any legal firm so the information given in
this white paper cannot be taken under the laws or any
regulatory authority or under any rules of any jurisdiction. It is hereby announced that
its publication, its distribution, its dissemination do not imply the applicable laws, the
regulatory requirements, and the available rules
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ABSTRACT
SOXY COIN is not only an emerging crypto currency platform that is built on TRC20 (Tron Smart chain) but also has features of transparency and Initial coin distribution
which we believe is crucial for the long-term feasibility and decentralization. SOXY
COIN is complete all in one ecosystem that contains the Staking, Launchpad, NFT
marketplace, and swapping facility under an umbrella. SOXY COIN also offering
exchange services. SOXY COIN used block chain technology to make its NFT
marketplace Unique. Community members are also involved in decision making to
make feel true ownership of their asset. To connect the different block chain platform
under an umbrella SOXY COIN started a platform SOXYBRIDGE & By using SOXY SWAP
digital asset can be converted into desired form
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INTRODUCTION
SOXY COIN, a TRC-20, is a decentralized crypto currency platform of the modern world
based on the (Tron Smart chain TRC-20). SOXY COIN is designed as a high-performance
to provide many services in 1 platform.
SOXY COIN to explore web3 applications - powered with community governance,
which authorities community to deliver a trustworthy Projects. SOXY COIN will be a
whole ecosystem that will provide features like Staking , NFT Marketplace, and
exchange.
SOXY COIN will develop its own unique NFT marketplace and will connect decentralized
community. People will now be able to own exclusive rights on unique themes,
characters, videos, music, and much more
Staking and will allow users to earn yield in a form of SOXY tokens. We are
revolutionizing the market with a more open, accessible, and fair global financial
system¬ with a decentralized TRON-powered crypto swapping. Unlike, other
conventional platforms, our wallet allows lenders or investors to generate more value
to user's crypto-assets.
SOXY COIN is also going to launch its Launchpad where people can launch their coin to
raise capital for investment. it fills the gap between investors & fundraiser .Along with
all this we are going to launch out NFT marketplace where the people will get their
unique, indivisible token.
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MISSION

Our mission is to "Lift SOXY to New Heights" by offering investors an innovative, user
friendly, one stop shop to find everything they need to not only locate a new coin
about to launch, but to research and make a more educated decision, as to whether or
not to invest, utilizing a platform with a decentralized block chain, to give every person
in the world an equal chance to manage and improve their financial security.
Our Mission is to
•

Provide every holder with simple and effective ways to gain exposure to digital
assets.

•

Decrease volatility and increase positive price pressure in digital asset holdings.
Lower the barrier for entry to more advanced financial ecosystem. Operate as a
community-focused and community-driven digital asset, fully decentralized in
every sense of the word.

•

Our mission is to pave the growth of DEFI adoption - this happens when the users
feel confident to explore the block chain space & devs are supported to build the
future of decentralization.
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VISION

We aspire to put “crypto currency in every portfolio.” We envision a world where
wealth-building strategies that were once only accessible to affluent individuals
become available to everyone, transferring the power over our financial systems back
to the people.
SOXY COIN is going to create a revolutionary ecosystem to bring more people into
digital assets, helping to earn a passive income through redistribution / reflection, by
holding the Lift token long term, along with maintaining their privacy, security, power,
and autonomy.
We strive to create an ecosystem based on sound monetary policies, with a sound and
solid decentralized foundation, that should be expected with the Lift coin digital asset.
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SOXY COIN
SOXY COIN is a Multi block chain supported platform that fills the gap between the
investors-fundraiser and the decentralized protocol of crypto currency. Our aim is to
connect the world for borderless transactions for the fundraising of a new project,
while giving the investor the ability to research a new coin. We provide an opportunity
for investors to better educate themselves through more information globally, with
less uncertainty by using the Binance compliant lift platform. We can eliminate manual
errors and ensure stability, clarity, and immutability during recording by leveraging
state-of-the-art Tron-based smart contract technology.

Lift helps new projects attract the community, by allowing them to list their new coin,
prior to launch, on our innovative SOXY COIN Launch directory which contain all the
details related to the coin/token along with their official website and link of their
telegram is hyperlinked on website. SOXY COIN is a multi block chain supported
Launchpad which help in raising the capital from the investors. SOXY COIN support
BNB, Ethereum and Matic supported coin/token.
A whitelist IDO is also key feature of our Launchpad, it means that you have to register
in advance to participate in the IDOs, which are usually hallmarks of popular IDOs that
have a limited number of coins to offer.

KYC is the verification process that customers to go through in order to:
•

Verify their identity and link it to a SOXY wallet

•

Get a better understanding of the potential customer’s activities and determine
whether or not these are of legal nature.

•

Evaluate the possibility of money laundering risks associated with a particular
customer.
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SOXY COIN IS SAFER THAN OTHERS?
SOXYPAD aims to save investors millions in lost funds. Market has become synonymous
with and infamous for “rug pull” scams, where a fraudulent presale will sell tokens and
run away or disappear with the proceeds of the sale.
Investors are left penniless, knowing that they will likely never see their money again.
Tens of millions of dollars have been scammed in the past year alone through various
protocols. SOXYPAD mitigates the chance of such a rug pull scam. The smart contracts
and sales factories ensure automatic add and lock liquidity on all transactions.
This simple fix forces sellers to have their funds and liquidity locked for the specified
duration of time. Investors can more comfortably invest in presales because they see
the liquidity lock duration listed on the launch page. The smart contract establishes a
safe investment - unarguable. Nevertheless, the problem of minting and selling tokens
on the market still exists. If there are faults in the code of the incubated projects,
scams can still happen. However, other security measures such as audits can help
mitigate this. We are in the process of having our contract audited,
SOXYPAD automates the liquidity adding process from launch. This mitigates the
seller’s ability to run away immediately with the funds because the liquidity is
automatically added.
The Burn Wallet is dead, all burns are initiated manually as to have the ability to burn
as needed and offering the ability to stop burns at some point in the future when the
time is correct. A never ending burn, with no ability to stop, would eventually become
detrimental to the coin, the project, and its holders.
The LP tokens are also locked in our smart contracts. Also, a seller can make a contract
“non-sellable” except for specific wallets. There are many more shady exploits that a
seller can use to scam investors. In addition to security measures such as audits,
SOXYPAD wants to help additionally mitigate this problem. by implementing these
improvements onto the platform.
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SOXY PRODUCTS
SOXY SWAP

SOXY STACKING DAPP

SOXY STACKING

SOXY DECENTRAILISED
WALLET

SOXY LAUNCH PAD

SOXY SHOP

NFT’S

SOXY BRIDGE

UTILITY SERVICES
OF 45 COUNTRY
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SOXY SHOP
SOXYSHOP is the vital part of our ecosystem dealing with NFT'S. Non-fungible tokens
(NFTs) are unique, non-interchangeable assets, minted on-chain. These tokens can be
linked to anything from digital Anime to physical assets. The core attributes of NFTs
give them unique value and categorically separate them from other types of assets.
These properties include being verifiably unique and indivisible. The transparent
nature of the underlying code means that the scarcity and ownership of any given
token are evident without the need for a trusted intermediary. We view the
emergence of NFTs as a continuation of a paradigm shift from centralized to
decentralized systems. This framework is now unlocking fresh business models for the
creators of digital and physical collectibles. Anime Cash is a widely known NFT project.
The underlying token for each Anime Cash encodes a unique genome that defines its
appearance, traits, and hereditary linage. Anime Cash cannot be replicated and cannot
be transferred without the user's permission.
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How SOXY COIN ecosystem is Transforming the NFT :
Transparency, authentication, ownership, provenance, copyright, and forgery have all
been issues in the art, Music industry for a long time. Moreover, the industry has
historically been restricted to the elite who can manage to invest millions of dollars on
a single piece of art or music. On the other hand, is unquestionably intended to be
enjoyed by everyone, and it can transcend all social and economic barriers.
Fortunately, with our designed ecosystem , the obstacles outlined above are nearly
resolved. And, as of today, the art, music industry has created and effectively deployed
amazing and sophisticated piece of art. we are ready for transformation in the way NFT
is purchased, marketed, sponsored, loved, and even made.

TRUE
OWNERSHIP

ENHANCE
TRANSPARENCY

REDUCECHANCE
OFF
ORGERY

AUTHENTICITY

COPYRIGHHT
ASSET
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Valuables of NFT
1. Limited
The shortage of NFTs adds to their appeal. NFT developers may build an unlimited
number of non-fungible tokens, and they often modify the tokens to keep interested
up.
2. Indivisible
The majority of NFTs are indestructible into smaller units. You will not be able to
purchase a digital item until you pay the full fee.

3. Unique NFT
is completely safe and accurate because it has a robust information tab. This feature
makes the NFT more unique and potent

Benefits of Non-Fungible Token (NFT)
Decentralized exchanges have been transformed by non-fungible tokens. There are
some of the advantageous benefits of this crypto currency
1. Easily Transferable:
The transfers of NFTs are centered on their
uniqueness and indivisibility, thus the tokens
are sold and purchased on a unique market.
2. Trustworthy:

NFTs are based on block chain technologies.
Consequently, you must be confident that your
NFT is right, as counterfeiting a decentralized
and permanent record is difficult.
3. Maintain Ownership Rights:
This is a network of open platforms the size of
an NFT, with no buyer having the ability to
modify the data later.
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SOXY SWAP
With SOXYSWAP, you can exchange crypto in your Private Key Wallet or your Trading
Account. Swapping from your Private Key Wallet provides you with the benefits of noncustodial, on-chain trade settlement. Swapping from your Trading Account provides
faster settlement and no network fees.
There are many great reasons our Wallet users love using Swap:

•

Quickly swap into an asset you believe will grow

•

Move out of a volatile asset into one of our stablecoins

•

Hedge against real-world events.

•

SOXY SWAP platforms are integrated into the top crypto currency trading
exchanges in the world, this allows users to search and select the best rates for the
transaction.

•

An additional benefit is that some crypto swap services do not require users to
create an account
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SOXYBRIDGE
SOXYBRIDGE is an advanced decentralized exchange built for swapping BEP-20 and
ERC-20 tokens, and matic based token SOXYBRIDGE is a Unique Decentralized
Exchange where users can switch to a Binance chain from ethereum or matic and vice
versa, for swapping any coin supported by Binance Bep20, matic and ethereum ERC20. SOXYBRIDGE is the unique platform that is operating in the cross-chain block chain
without the involvement of 3rd party.
Cross-chain solutions are increasingly catching the attention of speculators within the
decentralized finance ecosystem. As products and platforms grow in popularity,
interoperability between separate chains is becoming increasingly important. The
space is evolving very rapidly, and the lack of cross chain interoperability platforms has
been one of its biggest hurdles to grow. There have been diverse challenges within the
Defi and SOXYBRIDGE is committed to solving a few of them.
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SOXY STAKING
SOXYSTARTER works on the TRON platform, which is eco-friendly, working on a proof of
stake. In addition to being the largest crypto exchange by trading volume, SOXY offers
exemplary staking services. SOXY staking ensures users' funds are safe by leveraging
effective security measures and providing Secure Asset Fund for Users (SAFU). Our
staking method at the time of writing is arguably one of the safest and eco-friendliest
methods (for crypto currency) to earn passive income. The platform stores all staked
coins using a secure wallet and a double-checking system. SOXYSTARTER staking is
quickly becoming a practice of gaining passive income by merely storing or locking
funds in a wallet as more individuals, including institutional investors understand the
crypto market's lucrativeness. Since staking crypto currencies necessitates certain
technological crypto know-how and compliance criteria, SOXYSTARTER staking
platforms are useful for allowing investors, including those lacking technical knowledge
of crypto currencies, to stake proof of stake (PoS) coins and receive rewards. The
staking network lends you their professional skills and authenticates stakes on your
behalf for a small percentage of your staking prizes, allowing you to receive submissive
profits. Staking platforms that enable investors to collect staking incentives have
sprung up in response to the rapid growth in crypto staking. If you're interested in
earning a passive income by staking and love supporting charities, this is the place to
be.
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Benefits of Staking
Staking is advantageous in crypto currency as it generates rewards by holding the coin
on any exchange and generate passive income. When an investor holds a coin and
staking the pool, it is the easiest method to do, in a decentralized world. There is very
sufficient energy consumption and stumpy probabilities of risks while staking than any
crypto mining. SOXYSTARTER is a here for you.
There are a few quantifiable benefits of Staking coin with SOXYSTRTER:

NO HARDWARE IS REQUIRED

PASSIVE INCOME

Unlike proof of work, there is no
need of a specific equipment or
hardware for crypto staking.
Proof of stake works with no
equipment requirements. The
only requirement is to hold the
coin for an interval of time by the
holders on any exchange

Stake holders earn
incentives by holding and
controlling their digital
wealth. Passive income
for the beneficiary is the
reward of staking

SCALABILITY

ECO-FRIENDLIER

In the Block chain world, scalability is a
concept that is often used. It refers to a
computational process's potential to be
used or generated in a variability of ways.
Proof of stake protocols, as shown by
Anime Cash's higher transaction outputs
and lower fees, make for greater scalability.

As Proof of stake block
chains are less energyconsumers, they are more
environment friendly. Thus,
they have a lower carbon
footprint and have little or
no environmental effects.

MORE COST-EFFECTIVE

HIGHLY SECURED WITH THE
HELP OF ANIME CONTRACT

Proof of stake block chains are
always inexpensive and less
energy-consuming platforms with
no particular and expensive
hardware requirements. Unlike
proof of work chains, PoS is more
cost-effective and ecofriendly. So,
the stakers can earn

The biggest issue in the modern world is
security and privacy, and anime cash
provides a swift and stable portal that is
backed by the Anime contract, making
him superior to others. Anime contract is
offering a highly secure and fast platform
to the users for staking crypto.
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SOXY WALLET

SOXY Wallet is a Multi chain wallet. The SOXY wallet version is supported on both
Android and iOS. The wallet is highly focused on enabling users to manage their tokens
and interact with the ecosystem. The private keys for the wallet are stored on the
user’s device and are secured through Secure Enclave and biometric authentication
technology.
Users can complete all the normal functions that a wallet provides. They can monitor
their balance as well as send and receive tokens. Users can also exchange on through
the SOXY wallet and use and swap their tokens. The wallet enables users to access
decentralized exchanges so that they can easily convert between their tokens. SOXY
Wallet is fast, secure, and will have a low transaction fee than others, and users can
donate and vote for the organization by using our wallet.
A user can stake, hold and swap by using the SOXY Wallet.
Here are some of the important features of SOXY Wallets :

•

Easy to use. It’s just like any other software or wallet that you use for your day-today transactions.

•

Highly secure. It is just a matter of securing your private key.

•

Allows instant transactions across geographies. And these are barrier free, without
intermediaries.

•

Low transaction fees. The cost of transferring funds is much lower than with
traditional banks.

•

Allows transactions across multiple crypto currencies. This helps you do easy
currency conversions.
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WHY SOXY TOKEN ?
Transparency & immutability
With the SOXY , each time exchange of coins is recorded on the TRON blockchain, an
audit trail is present to trace where they came coins from. This can not only help
improve security and prevent fraud in exchange-related businesses, but it can also help
verify the authenticity of the traded assets.
Lower Fees
The fees associated with SOXY transactions are far less than those associated with
debit, credit cards as well as wire transfers, and BACS payment
Transaction traceability
SOXY is far more secure than other record-keeping systems because each new
transaction is encrypted and linked to the previous transaction. SOXYSTARTER is
formed by a complicated string of mathematical numbers and is impossible to be
altered This immutable and incorruptible nature of SOXY makes it safe from falsified
information and hacks once formed.
Ease to use
Ease of use is the reason why SOXY has any value. All you need is a smart device, an
internet connection and instantly you become your own payments and money
transfers.

TRANSACTION
TRACEABILITY

EASE TO USE

LOWER FEE

TRANSPARENCY
&
IMMUTABILITY
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WHY SOXY TOKEN ?
Open for global participants
SOXY facilitates the transaction and brings them closer to the wider audience. An
added benefit of SOXY use is that it’s completely decentralized, so trading can be done
freely across borders. The use of technology will facilitate a financial revolution that
will leave everyone more financially connected, empowered, and enabled. SOXY has no
border so these can be used no matter where you are located globally. This also has a
huge effect on international payment fees. Traditionally international transfers have
much higher fees than domestic transfers and payments. International payments and
transfers with crypto are the same as domestic
Free from corporate and government interference
SOXY transactions have no intermediary institutions or government involvement, the
costs of transacting are kept very low. Additionally, any transfer happens very quickly,
eliminating the inconvenience of typical authorization and waiting period
requirements.
Efficiency of payment transactions
Standard transfers and foreign purchases typically involve fees and exchange costs.
Since SOXY transactions have no intermediary institutions or government involvement,
the costs of transacting are kept very low. Additionally, any transfer happens very
quickly, eliminating the inconvenience of typical authorization requirements and wait
periods.
Increased liquidity for investors
SOXY enjoys high liquidity as they are traded. The importance of high liquidity includes
fair asset prices, market stability, technical analysis accuracy, and quicker transactions.
TRON Block chain compliant
SOXY is a TRON-compliant token means that it supports a few functions that all SOXY
tokens support.

FREE FROM ANY
PRESSURE

OPEN FOR GLOBAL
ACCEPTANCE

TRON
COMPLIANCE
EFFICIENCY OF
TRANSACTION

INCREASED
LIQUIDITY
FOR INVESTORS
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TOKEN DETAILS
Token Name--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SOXY
TotalSupply------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----5 Billion
Platform-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TRON
TYPE----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TRC-20
SYMBOL-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SOXY
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TOKENOMICS

THANK YOU

